Twelve-year-old Rose Brutigan has grown seven inches in the last eight
months. She's always been different from her twin brother, Thomas, but
now she towers over him in too many ways. The gap in their interests
continues to widen as well.

A book discussion about Giant Pumpkin Suite gives readers an opportunity
to discuss music and dance and gardening and reading and books, along with
friendships and neighborhoods. There are quite a few questions hereask those that you sense will interest you and your group the most.

Rose, a gifted cellist, is focused on winning the upcoming Bach Cello Suites
Competition, while Thomas has taken up the challenge of growing a giant
pumpkin in the yard of their elderly neighbor, Mr. Pickering.

Characters in the book:

Rose Brutigan (sister, fraternal twin, age 12)
Thomas Brutigan (brother, fraternal twin, age 12)
Gram (Rose's and Thomas's grandmother)

When a serious accident changes the course of the summer, Rose is forced
to grow and change in ways she never could have imagined. Along the
way there's tap dancing and classic musicals, mail-order worms and
neighborhood-sourced compost, fresh-squeezed lemonade, ancient
Japanese pottery, and the Minnesota State Fair-as well as an eclectic cast
of local characters that you are sure to fall in love with.

Mama (Rose's and Thomas's mother)
Otis Pickering (next-door neighbor)
Mrs. Kiyo (neighbor across the street, tea ceremony)
Senor Ocampo (hardware store owner)
Frances Holling (cello teacher)
Maestro Harris Waldenstein Gudge of Bach Cello Suites Competition)
Calamity Jane Jacobi (neighbor across the street, age 11)
Jesse Jacobi (an identical twin, Jane's teenage brother)

Giant Pumpkin Suite is Melanie Heuiser Hill's first novel. It is filled with all
kinds of things she loves: tap dancing, giant pumpkins, Bach's Cello Suites,
summer lemonade, neighbors, a little math, old musicals, yummy food,
and Charlotte's Web....

James Jacobi (an identical twin, Jane's teenage brother)
Mrs. Jacobi (across the street neighbor, mother of Jane, Jesse, and James)
Mrs. Lukashenko (works at the public library, loves musicals)
Kirk Stevens (the Happy Mailman, viola player)

Hill writes on a walking desk, which her kids call a Wesk. That's right,
it's a treadmill attached to a desk. She can't do anything but type and read
on the computer while on the Wesk-no writing with pencil, talking on
the phone, eating, or drinking-and the walking helps the words come out.

Jeff and Simon and baby Oliver (across-the-alley neighbors)
Dr. Clare (Rose's surgeon)
Will Stringer (Stringer's House of Music)

When she's not writing, Hill can often be found in her Very Large Garden,
on the front porch reading, or out walking the neighborhood trails.

Stanley and Wanda (a young couple in the neighborhood)
Leroy Letch (pumpkin expert)

Melanie Heuiser Hill lives in the Twin Cities (Minnesota) with her husband
and children.

Miss Sarah (Jane's tap dance teacher)
Ole Bessie (the Giant Pumpkin)

Look for more information about Bach, giant pumpkins, and books on the author's website:
melanieheuiserhill.com.

Setting for the book:

Read Melanie Heuiser Hill's column about books and reading, Red Reading Boots, bi-monthly in
Bookology magazine: redreadingboots.com

3308 Library Lane, based on a real neighborhood in Minnesota, this
neighborhood could be located in most cities.

Pumpkin weight:

1, 365 pounds
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